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Chapter 4 CONTENT PROTECTION 4.1. historical knowledge Much of the previous chapters have been devoted to

discussing the importance of protecting content and evaluating the security issues that can be associated with using a PC to
store, edit, transfer, and share information. In this chapter, we will focus on some of the most common principles and

techniques for protecting against malicious attacks, as well as some practical tips and tricks for tracking down known virus
threats. The source texts of GPG passwords and the applications GPGSalt and GPG SUB used to check the secrecy and

integrity of transmitted information contain information about the most common weaknesses and ways to protect against
them. There are several options for implementing protection, and all of them involve making changes to the operating

system. In most cases, it is proposed to use the authorization mechanism built into the OS, the anti-virus protection built
into the software, and in some cases a special server is used to control access to resources. The following is a brief

overview of common methods of protection against viruses and other malicious objects offered by various software
developers and manufacturers. This section is based on an essay by Richard Morris that was published in 2006 but deleted

from his official database shortly after. It may seem that the author was not very worried about this fact, but, in our
opinion, the work was indeed interesting. There are no generally accepted definitions of the terms "viruses" and "trojans",

therefore, for definiteness, we will use both terms, assuming that descriptions related to objects of a higher level (for
example, to botnets) belong to the class of viruses, and to objects located on low level (for example, to Trojans), - to the
class of "Trojans". Like viruses, viruses in particular are capable of infecting other programs. A "Trojan" is malicious
software that, like a virus, can infect other programs, and a Trojan mechanism can be used to infect other programs. In
addition, a virus can be a "network" virus - usually spread by email, while a Trojan is a "network" program and can be
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